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the securities and exchange Board of india (seBi) has 
mandated india’s top 1000 listed entities based on market 
capitalisation on Bse limited (Bse) and national stock 
exchange of india limited (nse) to submit ‘Business 
Responsibility Report’ (BRR) along with their Annual Report. 
this report is required to be in line with the ‘national 
Voluntary Guidelines on social, environmental and 
economic Responsibilities of Business’ (‘nVG’) as released 
by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs in July 2011.

Bajaj Finserv limited (‘BFs’, ‘Bajaj Finserv’, ‘the Company’) 
herewith presents its BRR for Fy2021, in line with the nVG 
and BRR requirement under seBi (listing obligations and 
Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, as amended 
(the “seBi listing Regulations”). 

this report describes the approach of the Company and 
its subsidiaries (‘BFs Group’, ‘the Group’) towards creating 
employee-friendly workplace and positive environmental 
and social outcomes through its business in a responsible, 
ethical and inclusive manner. it also highlights the Group’s 
commitment towards enhancing customer experience. 

While this BRR provides information about the key 
initiatives undertaken by the Group towards environment, 
society and Governance (‘esG’), certain other initiatives 
that are covered in the annual report of the Company and 
its subsidiaries for Fy2021 (available on Company’s website 
– bajajfinserv.in) have not necessarily been repeated here. 
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About Bajaj Finserv

BFS is the holding company for financial services 
business in the Bajaj Group. It serves millions of 
customers through its subsidiaries by providing financial 
products and services for asset acquisition through 
financing, asset protection through general insurance, 
family & income protection in the form of life & health 
insurance and retirement & savings solutions. 
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Key consolidated financial metrics for the BFS Group (` In crore)

FY2021

*attributable to owners of the Company

FY2020 54,347 3,369 251,384

280,1644,47060,592

Consumer Finance and Lending

BFS participates in lending business through its 52.74% 
subsidiary – Bajaj Finance Limited (BFL), a non-banking 
finance company (NBFC), whose equity shares are listed 
on BSE and NSE. BFL also participates in savings business 
by offering fixed deposits, mutual funds and the like to 
its customers.

BFL operates mortgage business through a 100% subsidiary 
– Bajaj Housing Finance Limited (BHFL), which is registered 
with the National Housing Bank as a Housing Finance 
Company. BHFL’s debt is listed on BSE. BFL also has broking 
business through its another 100% subsidiary – Bajaj Financial 
Securities Limited (BFSL). 

Renewable Power

BFS has interest in renewable energy in the form of 138 
windmills situated in Maharashtra, with an aggregate 
installed capacity of 65.2 MW.

New Ventures

BFS through its 100% subsidiary, Bajaj Finserv Direct Limited 
(BFDL), is creating a digital marketplace which offers range 
of financial products including loans, insurance, mutual funds, 
investments, payments and select e-commerce. It has been 
recognised, during the year, by Economic Times for ‘Business 
Model Innovation’.

BFS through its another 100% subsidiary, Bajaj Finserv 
Health Limited (BFHL), seeks to create digital, preventive and 
personalised pre-paid health solution for customers connecting 
them with service providers such as hospitals, clinics, doctors, 
pharmacies, diagnostic centres and the like.

During the year, BFS has made an application to the SEBI 
seeking permission to set up an asset management company 
in order to start the mutual fund business. 

Insurance

BFS’s insurance participation is through (i) Bajaj Allianz 
General Insurance Company Limited (BAGIC) – general 
insurance (including health insurance); and (ii) Bajaj Allianz 
Life Insurance Company Limited (BALIC) – life insurance and 
retirement plans (together ‘Insurance subsidiaries’). Both are 
unlisted joint ventures with Allianz SE, one of the world’s 
leading composite insurers. BFS holds 74% equity capital in 
these companies, with the balance being held by Allianz SE.

BFS’s areas of business

Under the Master Circular – Core Investment Companies (Reserve Bank) Directions, 2016, the Company is 
termed as an unregistered Core Investment Company as per Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Guidelines dated 
13 August 2020. The Company’s equity shares are listed on BSE and NSE.

Total income Net profit*  Total assets
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Message from  
the Chairman & Managing Director

 ESG is not just the 
right thing to do, it 
is what will shape a 
better tomorrow

Sanjiv Bajaj

To view the message,  
click the play button
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As one of the most diversified and profitable financial services group in the country, we are aware of the 
transformative effect we have in shaping a better society. By mobilising finance, providing protection and 
making available other financial products and services, we can leave a far greater impact on people by 
empowering them. 

Achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, as outlined in Agenda 2030, requires public and 
private sector to work together in order to achieve desired results across the three dimensions of sustainable 
development: economic, social and environmental. We are cognisant of the importance of integrating sustainable 
development dimensions of ESG in our business operations. Our governance mechanisms lead from the front, 
as they reflect the principles entrenched in our values and policies. We believe in not only meeting compliance 
requirements, but also improving upon them to run prudent businesses. 

Through our consumer finance and lending business, we have been at the forefront of bringing new-to-credit 
customers onto the credit bureau with our innovative financing products and thereby enabling them to have 
access to a larger suite of products offered by the financial services sector. We have also been active participants 
in the Government’s crop insurance programmes, thereby providing protection to farmers from vagaries of the 
nature. As a Group, we are committed to “reaching financial services to millions of Indians”.

Our businesses have limited impact on the environment, being in financial services. But we are sensitive to the 
needs of our planet today and have taken steps to reduce paper consumption, make our offices eco-friendly, offer 
financial products that support protection of planet and more. With our windmills, we continue to generate more 
renewable power than we consume in the Group. We have also initiated carbon footprint assessment across our 
businesses and will take necessary measures to reduce it.

Bajaj Group’s philanthropic philosophy was articulated by its founder Shri Jamnalalji Bajaj who had advised that 
all business activities should look for philanthropy opportunities. In the same breath, he also said that business 
motive should not be considered during philanthropy. This philosophy shapes the way we have worked with 
the underprivileged in the areas of health, education and livelihood. The world has seen how COVID-19 created 
a significant challenge for the society and the Bajaj Group committed ` 100 crore towards the cause. With the 
recent rise of COVID-19, we continue to work passionately towards the cause.

Finally, our business hinges on our customers and their needs. Listening to our customers and driving continuous 
transformation to provide them a frictionless experience is what we have always strived for. Our investments 
in machine learning, robotic process automation and other technologies are testament to this commitment. 
These are backed by our cyber security and data protection policies and practices. We have also been actively 
educating our customers about their credit performance, financial products, potential frauds, information security, 
phishing and more. 

None of this is possible without our people, who are at the heart of our success. We are committed to attract, 
engage and retain the right talent and provide them a fair, safe and transparent workplace. Even as COVID-19 
created a significant challenge for our employees, we stayed committed to provide them safer and healthier 
physical work environment.

Life has a way of testing us at times we least expect it. Nothing embodies this better for us in recent times than 
FY2021. It served an unprecedented challenge – but one that we saw as an opportunity, to maximise our ESG ethic 
like never before, especially in the areas of financial inclusion and Corporate Social Responsibility (‘CSR’). With our 
resilient and time-tested DNA, we knew how to stand tall in the midst of a crisis, and also bend, respond and 
adapt swiftly – a skill we will carry into the future with our head held high. 

ESG is not just the right thing to do, it is what will shape a better tomorrow.

Sanjiv Bajaj
Chairman & Managing Director
Pune  
28 April 2021
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Summary of our major initiatives 
towards furtherance of ESG

Governance
 Board approved business responsibility policy of the Company 

and its material subsidiaries1 consisting the essence of esG 
and empowered esG executive committee.

 Board is composed of directors from diverse backgrounds and 
substantial experience.

 liquidity / solvency higher than the statutory requirement 
across material subsidiaries. 

 Women empowerment through our policies at workplace, 
entrepreneurship opportunities, social initiatives and more.

  Renewable power generated is over two times the electricity 
consumed. 

  planted saplings and water harvesting / conservation 
initiatives.

  established eco-friendly offices and practices.

  Continuous focus on reducing paper consumption through 
digital initiatives.

  promoting fixed deposits through digital medium by offering 
10bps of incremental pricing.

Reaching financial services 
to millions of Indians

  operates over 2,200 branches through our subsidiaries across 
the country providing finance, insurance etc.

  insured crop in over 12 million hectares covering about 4.8 
million farmers in 13 states in last 3 years.

  insured over 48.4 million beneficiaries / 12.98 million families 
through participation in Government’s health insurance 
schemes, in last 3 years.

  extended financing to over 10 million new-to-credit customers 
during last 3 years.

  significantly higher contribution of rural and social sector 
business in insurance subsidiaries, as compared to insurance 
Regulatory and Development Authority of india (iRDAi) norms. 

  Disbursed ` 3,098 crore under ‘pradhan Mantri Awas yojana’. 

  Committed to open 50 financial inclusion branches of BFl in 
rural and backward areas in Fy2022.

Preserving 
and protecting 
environment Empowering society

   spent ` 151 crore towards CsR in Fy2021.

  ‘Cleft Reconstructive surgeries’ for more than 58,000 children 
since 2014.

  Healthy motherhood and childhood for about 85,000 
households since 2017.

  eye care for 0.4 million individuals over last 3 years.

  education facility for 67 autistic and slow learner children 
since 2019.

  safe and nurturing environment for 5,423 children of migrant 
labourers since 2016.

  9,511 students (67.5% being women) have enrolled for 
Certification programme in Banking, Finance and insurance 
(CpBFi), since inception.

  About 860 women farmers in 12 villages empowered in 
ecologically sensitive areas.

  in response to CoViD-19, focussed on setting up CoViD care 
centre, upgrading of hospitals, distribution of safety gears and 
immunity booster medicines, etc.

1BFL, BHFL, BAGIC and BALIC are material subsidiaries

 Bajaj Finserv Limited
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  Charters and policies to protect interest of customers.

  Use of technology to enhance customer experience.

  Customer education and awareness campaigns.

  Supported customers amidst the pandemic through: 

   requested and suo moto repayment moratorium

   renewal extension for health, motor and life insurance 

   one-time restructuring of loans for COVID-related stress

   introduced Tele Medical Examination Report for  
health check-ups

  Maintained one of the highest standards of business 
information disclosure amongst financial services group 
in India.

  Continuous engagement with value chain partners.

  Various offline and online engagement channels 
for customers.

  Actively participated in public and regulatory policy 
development.

  Well-established information security framework, cyber 
security policy and business continuity plan.

  Dedicated information security, cyber risk and fraud 
control units.

  Data Loss Prevention solutions in place.

  IT Security related projects have oversight of Board of 
respective companies.

  Data security and information technology security systems 
compliant with ISO 27001:2013. 

  Over 86% employees completed training on cyber security.

Customer 
centricity

Stakeholder 
engagement

Information and 
cyber security

  Promoted equal employment opportunities and 
nurtured diversity.

  Commitment to employees is enshrined in employee charters 
setting out employee rights and responsibilities, in all 
companies in the Group.

  More than 33,000 employees underwent training to upskill / 
multi-skill themselves.

  Youth employment – over 40% employees are below 30 years 
of age.

  Offered equal growth opportunities through auto promotions / 
internal job posting mechanism – more than 4,200 employees 
moved to new roles.

  COVID-19 initiatives for employees and their families:

   financial aid of ` 36 crore to 4,476 employee families.

   dedicated 24*7 helplines – served more than 10,500 
employees 

   25,816 free doctor consultations for employees

   professional counsellors to discuss mental health and 
wellbeing matters – availed by more than 1,100 employees

Human capital 
management

Business Responsibility Report
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Details of our ESG 
initiatives 

a. Governance

integrity, ethical behaviour and 
prudent practices are at the heart 
of great businesses. BFs, built 
on these timeless principles, is 
a part of the Bajaj Group, which 
has roots in india’s freedom 
struggle. it strives to combine 
the Bajaj Group’s historical 
values with modern best-in-class 
business practices.

the Company and all its material 
subsidiaries have their own 
business responsibility policies 
as approved by their respective 
Boards, the implementation 
of which is monitored through 
empowered executive committee.

 BAjAj FinsErv LimitED
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Corporate Governance 
The Bajaj Group’s commitment to the highest standards of 
corporate governance practices predates provisions of the SEBI 
Listing Regulations and Clause 49 of erstwhile Listing Agreement. 
BFS strives to adopt highest standards of corporate governance, 
while adhering to guidelines with transparent disclosures about 
performance and business.

Number of Board meetings more than the statutory 
requirement, including meetings dedicated to discussing 
strategy, operating plans and risk.

Board is composed of directors from diverse backgrounds and 
substantial experience, who are able to provide appropriate 
guidance to the executive management as required.

The Board comprises independent directors with outstanding 
track record and reputation.

Pre-Audit Committee meetings of Audit Committee Chair with 
Statutory auditors, Internal auditor and members of executive 
management who are the process owners.

Separate meeting of independent directors without presence of 
non-independent directors or executive management. 

Confidential Board evaluation process where each Board 
member evaluates the performance of every other Director, 
Committees of the Board, the Chairman of the Board and the 
Board itself.

Presentations by key senior management team members of the 
Company and its subsidiaries to familiarise the directors with 
key elements of each of the businesses.

Complete and detailed information provided to Board members 
in advance to enable them to evaluate matters brought to the 
Board getting considered carefully with meaningful discussions.

Representation of the Company via non-executive and 
independent directors in the Boards of its material subsidiaries 
ensuring an institutionalised structure of oversight over such 
subsidiaries.

Adoption of key governance policies and codes by the Board, 
which are made available to stakeholders for downloading/
viewing from the Company’s website.

Half-yearly letter from the Chairman to all shareholders of the 
Company giving an update on the Company’s performance.

Apart from BFS and its listed subsidiaries, which carry out 
familiarisation programs for its Directors, as required under the 
SEBI Listing Regulations, even unlisted material subsidiaries 
on an ongoing basis keep their respective Directors abreast on 
matters relating to the industry, business models, risk metrics, 
mitigation and management, governing regulations, information 
technology including cyber security, their roles, rights and 
responsibilities and major developments and updates on the 
Company, etc. Further independent directors of Insurance 
subsidiaries also participated in the orientation programme 
conducted by National Insurance Academy.

Full details of the Company’s Corporate Governance are presented 
separately in the Corporate Governance Report section of the 
Annual Report.

Ethics and Integrity
At BFS Group, ethics and integrity are deeply ingrained and 
practised in day-to-day operations. Some of the key elements of 
its policies and practices in this regard include:

BFS’s Code of Conduct (‘COC’) covers good working, cultural 
and integrity norms. It includes ‘disciplinary actions & grievance 
redressal policy’ and ‘whistle blower policy/vigil mechanism’ 
which allows employees to consult on issues, report and/or 
escalate grievances of any nature including harassment, fraud / 
suspected fraud, unethical behaviour, instances of leak or 
suspected leak of Unpublished Price Sensitive Information, etc. 
which are detrimental to the Company’s interest or/and is a 
process/policy violation.

The Group has in place policies and processes to safeguard 
employees who report any unethical behaviour, against 
discrimination, harassment, victimisation or other unfair 
employment practice. BFS and its material subsidiaries also 
accord direct access to Chairman of their Audit Committee.

BFS and its listed subsidiaries have a separate CoC for its 
Directors and Senior Management – ‘Directors and Senior 
Management shall observe the highest standards of ethical 
conduct and integrity and shall work to the best of their ability 
and judgement’. The Annual Report carries Directors’ and Senior 
Management’s affirmation as communicated to all stakeholders 
by the Chairman & Managing Director.

The Company, through its Chairman, has signed charters of 
Confederation of Indian Industry (‘CII’):

‘Model code of conduct for ethical business practices’ – 
containing ethical practices regarding accurate books and 
records, bribery and corruption, fair and equitable treatment, 
environment and society and the like. 

‘Charter on fair and responsible workplace guidelines for 
collaborative employee relations’ – laying down principles 
for operating ethos, collectivism, engagement and dispute 
resolution amongst others.

‘Charter on fair and responsible workplace guidelines for 
contract labour’ – provides for well-being of non-permanent 
workforce and building positive practices in engaging such 
workforce. 

BFS Group has zero tolerance towards unethical business 
practices and ensures adherence to necessary policies with 
respect to anti-fraud, anti-bribery, conflict of interest, prevention 
of insider trading, prevention of money laundering, prevention 
of sexual harassment and related-party transactions. Depending 
on the nature of severity of misconduct/non-compliance of CoC/
policies, appropriate action ranging from counselling, warning, 
suspension, pay deduction to termination is taken.

Material outsourcing contracts across the BFS Group require 
vendors to confirm anti-corruption practices through their 
agreements with us.

Transparency and fairness in dealings with customers is 
followed across the Group. None of the products withhold 
any relevant information needed by the customers to make 
informed decisions.

Governance
08-10
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Prudent and responsible business conduct 
the Group is committed to building long-term businesses and 
provide sustainable growth and returns to its stakeholders. 
While adopting high standards of governance, following prudent 
business practices is equally important to ensure that businesses 
are not exposed to undue risks.

Some of the prudent business practices are enumerated below:

 Recognising the risks that our businesses carry and keeping 
the interest of its stakeholders into consideration, all material 
subsidiaries maintain liquidity / solvency in excess of the norms 
laid down by the relevant regulators:

 BFl maintains low leverage levels and has always raised equity 
capital upon reaching 6 to 7 times, much more conservative 
than the regulatory stipulation and most other nBFCs.

 More than 99% of fixed income portfolio of insurance 
subsidiaries consists of highest credit rated securities  
(sovereign / AAA or equivalent).

 Risk management systems have been robustly developed 
across our businesses and is reflected in:

 BFl has consistently maintained one of the lowest GnpA and 
nnpA levels. Despite the stress caused by pandemic, BFl 

ended Fy2021 with GnpA and nnpA on a consolidated basis 
of 1.79% and 0.75% respectively, marginally higher than 1.61% 
and 0.65% respectively in Fy2020.

 BAliC won the ‘Best Fraud intelligence’ award at the 5th 
Annual insurance india summit & Awards 2020 recognising 
fraud prevention and mitigation initiatives.

 BAGiC’s operational Risk Management process is ‘iso 
9001:2015 - Quality Management system’ certified, 
signifying its organisational objective towards proactively 
managing risks.

 BFl having recorded envious performance metrics over the 
last 12 years, from Fy2009 to Fy2020, with compounded 
annual growth rate of 45% in its consolidated AuM and 58% 
in its consolidated profit after tax, in Fy2021, it focussed on 
sustainability and long-term health of the business considering 
the ongoing CoViD-19 pandemic. it contained itself with 
marginal growth in its AuM of 4%, while ensuring adequate 
loan loss provisioning for risk emanating from CoViD-19 
induced stress.

 long-term sustainable businesses can only be run by 
empowered professionals. But the BFs Group strongly believes 
that empowerment and accountability go hand-in-hand and 
hence ‘Accountable empowerment’ is one of its core principles. 
With this principle in mind, all the Companies in the Group are 
managed by competent professionals, while being overseen by 
the respective Boards. the remuneration of senior management 
across BFs Group is benchmarked with appropriate peer groups 
and consists of fixed pay, annual variable pay and long-term 
incentive (including stock options).

 Across our material subsidiaries, we use a compliance 
management tool to identify, report and monitor the 
compliances. Further, we have engaged a well reputed advisory 
firm, to assist us in keeping the library of compliances updated 
in the tool on a monthly basis.

Women empowerment
Women empowerment is one of the key priorities for sustainable 
and inclusive development of the society. our initiatives for 
empowerment of women within the Group and outside include:
 to support women colleagues, BFs and its subsidiaries have 

policies such as women safety, cab facility, women travel policy, 
flexible working hours (especially post maternity), preferential 
transfers and so on.

 insurance subsidiaries provide significant entrepreneurship 
opportunities to women – 14,763 women insurance agents 
represent 19% of our total insurance agents.

 Female student enrolment in CpBFi is 67.5% – our flagship 
programme to equip fresh graduates and final-year 
undergraduate students for BFsi sector.

 empowering women (including young girls) through our 
other CsR programmes in areas of healthcare, education and 
livelihood (refer ‘empowering society’ section at page 15).

 loans of more than ` 42,000 crore disbursed to over 7.4 million 
women borrowers during last 3 years.

As of 31 march 2021 As of 31 march 2020

subsidiary regulatory 
requirement

Company  
ratio

regulatory 
requirement

Company  
ratio

A. Capital to Risk-weighted Assets Ratio (CRAR)

 BFl 15% (RBi) 28.3% 15% (RBi) 25%

 BHFl 14% (RBi) 21.3% 13% (RBi) 25%

B. solvency Ratio

 BAGiC 150% (iRDAi) 345% 150% (iRDAi) 254%

 BAliC 150% (iRDAi) 666% 150% (iRDAi) 745%

Governance
08-10
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b. Reaching financial 
services to millions 
of Indians

the BFs Group strongly believes 
that individuals and businesses 
across the country should have 
access to relevant and affordable 
financial products and services in 
a sustainable way that meet their 
transactional, payments, credit, 
insurance and savings needs. it 
operates over 2,200 branches 
across the country providing 
finance, insurance and other 
products and has increased access 
to financial products and services 
through digital presence over 
the years.

11
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BFs Group’s initiatives towards this objective include:

 the Group has created deep distribution in medium and small 
towns, and villages across the country thereby taking financial 
solutions closer to society. For example, BFl is operational in 
1,690 such locations with retail presence in over 24,000 points of 
sale. to further expand its reach to under-banked and unbanked 
rural customers, BFl has committed to opening 50 financial 
inclusion branches in rural and backward areas in Fy2022.

 With active participation in the Government’s crop insurance 
programmes, we have insured over 12 million hectares covering 
about 4.8 million farmers in more than 13 states in last 3 years.

 similarly, through participation in Government’s health insurance 
schemes, in last 3 years, we have insured over 48.4 million 
beneficiaries / 12.98 million families.

 the Group has been at the forefront of bringing new-to-credit 
customers onto bureau with small-ticket financing products 
and thereby enabling them access to a larger suite of products 
offered by the financial services sector. in last three years, BFl 
has extended credit facilities to over 10 million new-to-credit 
customers. 

 significantly higher contribution of rural / social sector business 
in our insurance subsidiaries as compared to iRDAi norms:

 supporting the national agenda of ‘Housing for All’, disbursed 
loans of ` 3,098 crore under ‘pradhan Mantri Awas yojana’ to 
11,136 customers and facilitated ` 168 crore of interest subsidy 
from national Housing Board for customers.

 ‘Bajaj Allianz life pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima yojana’ was 
launched which provides life cover of ` 2 lakh at an affordable 
annual premium of ` 330. this is a Government-backed scheme, 
which is simple to enrol and does not require pre-issuance 
medical tests.

 BFl caters to working capital and term loan needs of 
professionals and the relatively underserved sMe and MsMes. 
these offerings serve short-term and growth needs.

the Group’s operations into smaller towns and villages create 
localised opportunities in the form of employment and addition 
to value-chain partner network. such opportunities enhance local 
capabilities and create a chain of economic cycle in such towns 
and villages. For example, BFl operates ‘Rural training Centres’ in 
four locations to equip its rural employees with requisite functional 
and technical skills. 

subsidiary irDAi 
requirement

FY2021 FY2020

Rural sector 
obligation

BAGiC 7% 15.3% 7.9%

BAliC 20% 28.9% 27.4%

social sector 
obligation

BAGiC 5% 25.0% 20.6%

BAliC 5% 11.7% 18.8%

Reaching financial services  
to millions of Indians

11-12
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c. Preserving 
and protecting 
environment

As a financial services group, 
BFs does not have a sizeable 
consumption of any raw material 
nor does it produce any tangible 
goods. We only provide financial 
solutions to serve the needs of 
the people. yet, we passionately 
nurture a culture of conservation 
and reduce dependence on natural 
resources. 

138 windmills of the 
Company with installed 
capacity of 65.2 MW 
generated over 64 million 
units of electricity, which 
is over two times the 
electricity consumed by the 
BFs Group. the Group is a 
net generator of renewable 
power.

13
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We have adopted four major areas in preservation and  
protection of environment: i) off-setting environmental impact,  
ii) eco-friendly offices and practices, iii) reducing paper 
consumption, and iv) products that preserve and protect 
the environment. 

these initiatives are detailed below: 

Off-setting environmental impact
Following initiatives assist in off-setting the impact of businesses 
on environment:

 138 windmills of the Company with installed capacity of 65.2 
MW generated over 64 million units of electricity, which is over 
two times the electricity consumed by the BFs Group2. the 
Group is a net generator of renewable power.

 in addition, there are rooftop solar plants installed with capacity 
to generate 0.10 million units annually.

 planted over 0.23 million saplings at more than 350 locations in 
the last 3 years.

 two large offices in pune have rainwater harvesting facility, with 
aggregate capacity of 14,600 litres. 

 BFs Group also participates in the Bajaj Water Conservation 
project benefiting 25,847 households (144,657 lives) over 110 
villages with improved irrigational opportunities and safe 
drinking water.

Eco-friendly offices and practices
the offices that people interact with every day, set the benchmark 
for BFs’s beliefs and work ethic, including its commitment to a 
better environment. its initiatives include:

 selected and designed offices to facilitate maximum 
natural light.

 use of leD light fittings in most offices.

 installed more than 5,100 ozone-friendly air conditioners 
manufactured with R32 refrigerant – resulting in lower 
carbon emission.

 implemented e-waste policy encompassing safe disposal and 
handling with certified handlers.

 segregation of dry and wet waste.

 using cloud-based virtual servers to increase energy efficiency 
and data security.

 meeting and training through digital mediums – reducing impact 
of travel on environment.

Reducing paper consumption
the BFs Group strives to reduce paper consumption across all 
business operations. We have been increasingly focussed on 
integrating digital applications; improving efficiencies, lowering 
cost and enhancing customer experience, while helping protect 
the environment. our initiatives include:

Customer processes
 e-agreements and otp-based agreements across low ticket and 

high-volume businesses.

 end-to-end web-based onboarding of customers, 
intermediaries, agents, etc.

 insurance policy issuance through electronic means. 

 enabling customers to place fixed deposits through end-to-end 
digital medium.

 paperless loans on e-commerce and wallet platforms, and 
through tele-binding process for existing customers.

 video survey facility for motor insurance claims. 

 providing e-mandate registration process. 

 processing of insurance claims based on scanned documents 
and images.

 processed over 2.4 million requests for eMi moratorium digitally.

 migrating all mandatory and voluntary customer 
communications over email, messaging apps etc.

Employee processes
 paperless hiring of over 5,000 employees saving document 

submission and ensuring superior experience.

 adoption of payroll services portal and applications for 
communicating related information.

 final settlements and claim management of employees through 
clearance portals.

Other processes
 shifting from issuance of physical purchase orders to electronic 

purchase orders.

 shifting significant proportion of invoice processing to e-invoicing

 end-to-end digital claim settlement.

 access-controlled printing system which enables reducing paper 
wastage.

As a step towards further reducing paper consumption across the 
Group, documents for i) Board and their Committee meetings and 
ii) internal review meetings are all transmitted electronically, using 
a secured web-based application, since past many years.

Products that preserve and protect the 
environment
Another important way of supporting the environment is providing 
financial offerings to our customers that assist in preservation and 
protection of environment:

 insuring solar power generation facilities, electric vehicles, etc.

 financing solar power generation facilities.

 promoting fixed deposits through digital medium by offering 
10bps of incremental pricing.

We have also initiated carbon footprint assessment across our 
companies and will take necessary measures to reduce it.

2The Company and its subsidiaries do not consume the minimum power needed 
to qualify for captive consumption and hence, the power is wheeled to third party 
consumers.

Preserving and protecting 
environment
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d. Empowering 
society

Bajaj Group’s philanthropic 
philosophy was articulated 
by its founder shri Jamnalalji 
Bajaj who had advised that all 
business activities should look for 
opportunities for philanthropy. in 
the same breath, he also said that 
business motive should not be 
considered during philanthropy.

Most of the projects we support 
are executed by credible grassroot 
organisations - ranging from very 
small local entities to those with 
a pan-india presence. since 2014 
we have worked with 181 partner 
organisations on more than 250 
projects. in collaboration with other 
entities in the Bajaj Group, the 
partner engagement is managed 
through an online platform. partner 
proposals undergo appropriate 
checks to ensure that they meet 
stipulated criteria and have 
potential for delivering to target 
beneficiaries. While collaborating 
with other Companies in the Bajaj 
Group, the BFs Group has its own 
flagship projects that resonate 
closest to its social objectives 
of healthcare, education and 
livelihood.
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Spreading smiles 
with cleft lip 
surgeries – Smile 
Train

every year about 35,000 children in india are born with 
clefts and less than 50% of those children get treatment 
due to ignorance and poverty. Children with untreated clefts 
often have difficulty in breathing, eating and speaking. 
since october 2014, in partnership with smile train, free 
cleft reconstructive surgeries have been provided to more 
than 58,000 children at 25 smile train partner hospitals in 
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, uttar pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, 
telangana and Delhi. the programme also includes crucial 
comprehensive care elements such as speech therapy and 
cleft orthodontics.

Education
education initiatives focus strongly on primary education with 
special focus on improving i) low learning outcomes,  
ii) early childhood education, iii) learning disabilities and  
iv) out-school programmes. some of the notable impact  
of these initiatives has been as under:

 education facility for 67 autistic and slow learner children 
since 2019.

 safe and nurturing environment for 5,423 children (up to 6 years 
of age) of migrant labourers since 2016, with age-appropriate 
development activities such as health, nutrition and  
low-cost education. 

 Created scalable model schools that provide quality education  
to underprivileged children – 300 students in 2016 to 636  
in 2020.

 1,064 children of migrant labourers have been enrolled in school 
since 2016, including 534 girls.

The Akanksha Foundation, 
Pune
With a mission to create scalable model schools 
that provide quality education to children from 
underprivileged backgrounds, we have partnered 
with the Akanksha Foundation. 

 students increased from 300 in 2016 to 636  
in 2020.

 teachers engagement increased from 11 in 2019 to  
32 in 2020.

 50% increase in the performance of the 10th 
standard students.

Healthcare
We have directed our focus towards projects that would help 
in i) healthcare infrastructure creation and augmentation, 
ii) reduction in malnourishment, infant and maternal mortality 
rates, iii) communicable & non-communicable diseases, and 
iv) specialised surgeries & treatment programmes. some of the 
notable impact of these initiatives have been as under:

 ‘Cleft Reconstructive surgeries’ for more than 58,000 
underprivileged children across india since 2014.

 Medical support provided to 70 underprivileged children 
suffering from type 1 Diabetes.

 Healthy motherhood and childhood projects in Rajasthan 
benefiting about 85,000 households since 2017.

 20 differently abled girls supported for education, medical care, 
vocational training and professional courses since 2019.

 Developed 12 model comprehensive villages in rural pune 
covering antenatal care and postnatal care, for children and 
elderly from 2019.

 0.4 million individuals (including 0.1 million children) across 
1,496 villages, benefited from eye screening and spectacle 
distribution initiatives over last 3 years. 

 Facilitated setting up of mental health centre, creating 
awareness amongst about 1,000 students, 298 teachers and 100 
parents since 2018. 

Empowering society
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Socially weaker section

CPBFI – Our flagship programme
CPBFI is a customised certificate programme to equip fresh graduates and final-year undergraduate students with requisite attitude, skills and domain 
knowledge required by the BFSI sector, one of the largest employers of graduates in India. It enables building local talent pool for the BFSI sector 
across Tier 2 and 3 cities of India. This is our directly implemented initiative and has been scaled up over the years.

We have partnered with a top management school and experts in the mental health space to develop the curriculum and pedagogy for the 
programme. The training is imparted by a team of corporate trainers. A round of mock interviews is also conducted by recruiters from the BFS 
Group, where the students gain experience of a corporate recruitment process and receive feedback about their own readiness for industry.  
This programme is available for a nominal fee, with rest of the cost being borne by the Group.

Livelihood
The BFS Group undertakes two modes of livelihood activities i) farm/agro 
based and ii) non-farm. Further, we also undertake projects in childcare and 
protection. Some of the notable impact of these initiatives have been:

 Around 860 women farmers in 12 villages were empowered to align 
their farming with new technologies, markets and build efficient supply 
chain in ecologically sensitive areas. 

 We support 16 Rainbow homes operational in Pune, Kolkata and Patna, 
a non-custodial care that provides education, protection, love and care to 
street children.

 Specialised adoption agency to 285 mothers and 330 orphaned children 

 Mentorship to 1,071 disadvantaged youth in developing business ideas 
into viable enterprises.

Our response to COVID-19
In order to strengthen the country’s fight against COVID-19, we have taken 
certain initiatives:

 The Bajaj Group pledged ` 100 crore to fight against COVID-19. Working 
with the Government and a network of about 200 NGO partners, 
the Bajaj Group committed to ensure that resources like access to 
healthcare and other necessities of life reach those who need it the 
most. Efforts have been focussed on setting up a COVID Care Centre in 

Pune, upgradation of hospitals, distribution of safety gears and immunity 
booster medicines, amongst others. 

 The BFS Group also directly distributed about 24,000 litres of sanitiser, 
90,000 face shields & masks and 500 infra-red thermometers &  
oximeters.

 In addition, during the year, BFS Group employees have also contributed 
` 4.96 crore to the PM CARES Fund. The companies in the Group have 
made similar contribution, taking the total contribution to PM CARES Fund 
to ` 10.04 crore.

The Group has also partnered on projects relating to water conservation and 
plantation of saplings (refer ‘Preserving and protecting environment’ section 
at page 14).

Summary of CSR expenditure by BFS Group during the year:

Social objective Amount (` In crore)

Healthcare 38.81
Education 37.29
Livelihood 35.90
COVID-19 29.34
Others 9.66
Total 151.00

For statutory disclosures on CSR, refer Corporate Social Responsibility 
section of the Annual Report.

Graphical representation of CPBFI journey

CPBFI launched in 
partnership with 

Symbiosis International 
University in Pune

First 2 college 
partnerships 

at Wardha and 
Nagpur

CPBFI enrolment 
crosses 500

CPBFI enters Goa, 
Madhya Pradesh 
and Karnataka. 

Enrolment of over 
1,000. First job fair 

at Ratnagiri

CPBFI enters Tamil 
Nadu, Andhra 

Pradesh, Telangana. 
100th batch at 

Nagpur. 100 batches 
in 2020. 2nd job fair 

at Nagpur

CPBFI goes online 
duing COVID-19 

pandemic. 
Regains 

momentum in 
October 2020

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

Enrolment 
(Cumulative)

36 202 608 1,630 5,440 9,511

Years denote financial years ending March 31
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e. Customer 
centricity

listening to customers 
and driving continuous 
transformation to provide them 
a frictionless experience is 
what we have always strived 
for. ethics, transparency and 
accountability are deeply 
ingrained and practised in daily 
operations, including in dealing 
with customers. For a better 
customer experience, the Group 
offers innovative products / 
services to appropriately 
address their grievances and 
make them more aware.

 BAjAj FinsErv LimitED
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Enhancing customer experience 
tech-led seamless customer experiences have been the hallmark 
of our businesses. each business is unique and so is its approach 
towards enhancing customer experience. But the core objectives 
that tie them together stay the same – simplification of processes, 
ease of use and quick and appropriate response.  
some of the initiatives taken in this regard include:

 BAliC’s award-winning customer servicing platform – ‘i-seRV’ 
available on digital platforms like messaging app, customer 
portal, mobile app and Bot has served more than 20,000 
requests during the year. it provides support in 12 vernacular 
languages, eliminating the need of customers to visit branches. 

 leveraging machine learning and robotic process automation, 
BFl enabled quick response to customer requests in an 
automated manner – approximately 30% of the service requests 
were responded on a near-to-real-time basis without human 
intervention.

 Communication with customers over messaging apps enabled, 
with more than 10 million customers availing this service across 
the Group.

 BFs Group endeavours to maintain best-in-class customer 
service, which is continuously tracked through net promoter 
scores, claim settlement ratio and grievance percentages. 
insurance subsidiaries have one of the highest claim settlement 
ratio in the industry with BAliC at 98.5% individual claim 
settlement ratio and BAGiC at 93.2% total claims ratio.

 self-service chatbot support for customers over digital platforms.

 insurance subsidiaries provide relevant and important 
information in the policy schedule, key features document and 
transcript for all their policies.

 introduced “Google Business Messaging” by integrating Bot with 
Google search and Google Maps on android.

 BAliC launched ‘smart Assist’ – first of its type in india with 
co-browsing capabilities enabling customers and agents/
distributors to interact through live screen-2-screen sharing. 
More than 100,000 sessions have been facilitated since the 
launch in August 2020.

 Digitalised group mediclaim enrolment processes involving 
policy issuance, endorsement and claim submissions with single 
signoff process for its corporate health clients.

 Suo moto ‘Debt Recovery Agent certification’ for its collection 
agents by BFl – approximately 6,700 agents have been trained 
and it endeavours to train rest of its agents in next 12-18 
months.

 BAGiC launched industry-first completely digital and paperless 
process from onboarding, offline screening and medical check-
ups, risk assessment to report and policy generation. 

 insurance subsidiaries are active participants in Regulatory 
sandbox Framework of iRDAi contributing to new and innovative 
products for its customers.

Customer grievance redressal 
timely and appropriate customer grievance redressal is imperative. 
in fact, we aim to reduce the grievances learning from our 
experiences, through root cause analysis.

some of the initiatives in this regard are:

 the BFs Group companies through their charters, policies, etc. 
communicate the customer rights, company commitments, 
grievance redressal mechanism and ombudsman scheme, as 
applicable. these emphasise our commitment to fair practices 
by maintaining transparency in products and services offered.

 Dedicated customer complaint reduction units to review the 
grievance redressal mechanism, under Board oversight of 
respective material subsidiaries. 

 Customer grievances are also reviewed with focus on 
identification of root cause, corrective action plans and customer 
service initiatives. even such review has Board oversight of 
respective material subsidiary.

 on a suo moto basis, BFl has appointed an internal ombudsman 
to further strengthen the customer grievance redressal 
mechanism.

 All material subsidiaries follow strict protocols for their 
outsourced agents by prescribing guidelines for maintaining 
privacy of prospect and existing customer, providing accurate 
product information, telemarketing etiquettes and more.

 hosting over 7,000 articles related to farming and 
insurance in various regional languages.

 enabling claim intimations through the app – over 0.10 
million claim intimations since launch.

 receiving and processing video-based self-survey – 
13,945 since July 2020.

 verification of self-submitted land records for discrepant 
cases – over 14,000 cases and more.

the app has more than 0.33 million unique downloads.

BAGIC not only provides crop insurance to farmers, it 
also empowers them through ‘Farmitra’ app, a unique 
offering in the industry, by: 

Customer centricity
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 All material subsidiaries have a monitoring framework for 
their value chain partners such as debt recovery agents, 
insurance agents, etc. to review their performance and taking 
suitable action in terms of warning, penalty and termination 
for deviations.

 BFl has ‘Reparation policy’ based on principles of transparency 
and fairness in treatment of customers. this policy seeks 
to compensate customers for service deficiencies as per 
agreed metrics.

BFs Group, during the year, did not receive any complaint 
regarding unfair trade practices, irresponsible advertising and 
anti-competitive behaviour. During the year, the Group received 
10,364 customer complaints, against which 21 were outstanding as 
at 31 March 2021. 

insurance subsidiaries have one of the lowest grievance ratios 
in the industry, with BAGiC at 0.72 per 10,000 new policies and 
BAliC at 44 per 10,000 new policies. Further, BFl received 4,931 
complaints during the year, against its significant customer base.

Customer education and awareness 
As a responsible corporate citizen, it is imperative to not just 
do business with customers, but also educate them and make 
them more aware of what could be good or bad for them, frauds, 
addressing their questions on financial products, etc.

some of the initiatives taken in this regard are:

 Video series called ‘school of insurance’ with over 80 videos to 
educate on insurance in multiple regional languages.

 Campaigns like ‘savdhaan Rahein. safe Rahein’ and ‘Fraud 
Awareness Week’ across customer portals and social media 
channels for creating awareness about various consumer frauds 
that take place in financial services ecosystem.

 online initiatives such as Bajaj Allianz Marathon, Bagic4Fitness 
and other programmes around health awareness and well-being 
are conducted to promote health and safety.

 Awareness initiatives like webinars, use of offline tools 
(including print and radio), comprehensive FAQs on website / 
apps, communications through email, blogs, etc.

 insurance subsidiaries actively participate and provide advisory 
support in industry-wide insurance awareness campaigns – 
like ‘sabse pehle life insurance’ and ‘Fayde ki Baat’ carried 
out by life insurance Council and General insurance Councils 
respectively, in addition to providing monetary contributions.

 educational material on information security, phishing, etc. is 
provided on our websites.

 sMs and email alerts are sent to customers notifying them 
that we never ask for otp, pin or such personal details. if such 
details are asked, they should report such matter immediately.

 Mental health care kit was launched to enhance mental health 
awareness. this kit comprises a series of questions along with 
the guidance.

 For 4th year in a row, BAGiC has been promoting healthy heart 
initiatives through leadership participation in panel discussions.

Details on the Group initiatives on cyber security and data privacy 
is provided in ‘information and cyber security’ section at page 24.

Support extended to customers amidst the 
pandemic 
BFs Group took various actions to support its customers during the 
pandemic, including:

 offering moratorium based on request and on a suo moto basis 
where customers were unable to make their payments or raise 
requests due to pandemic. 

 offering loan restructuring to eligible customers basis RBi 
guidelines.

 renewal extension for health, motor and life insurance, as per 
iRDAi guidelines.

 providing option to existing good customers of converting their 
term loans into hybrid flexi loans and thereby enabling them to 
manage their cashflows better.

 introduced tele Medical examination Report in lieu of physical 
pre-policy health check-ups – 15,427 cases processed.

 ‘social trackback’ feature provided on the ‘Caringly yours’ app 
by BAGiC, to help users keep track of the people they meet 
through their day-to-day activities.

 pre-booking of time slot for branch visit through the app made 
available for the users by BFl and BAliC.

 virtual branch operations and service managers launched 
by BAGiC – proactively contacted nearly 13,000 distributors / 
business partners providing them support for policy issuance 
and allied services, handling about 25% customer footprint.

Customer centricity
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f. Human capital 
management

At BFs Group, people are at the 
heart of our success. the Group 
is committed to attract, engage 
and retain the right talent that can 
contribute to delivering superior 
business performance. this also 
provides them an opportunity 
to maximise their performance-
linked earning. We are focussed 
on creating a thriving, safe 
and inclusive workplace for 
its employees while keeping 
them engaged and providing 
opportunities for professional 
development and growth.

As on 31 March 2021, the BFs 
Group has 48,624 employees 
with diversified professional 
backgrounds, age brackets and so 
on, building a collaborative work 
culture and stronger teams. its 
4,535 female employees represent 
over 9% of the entire workforce. 
Further, more than 40% of its 
employees are under the age of 30 
and only under 5% are above 45. 
the Group also has 15 employees 
with disabilities. 
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Thoughtful people strategies 
We are committed to creating an inclusive workplace for 
employees and take steps to ensure these are embedded in our 
policies and practices. We always seek to provide opportunities 
to learn, grow and develop professionally. in Fy2021, BFs Group 
moved to digital learning models with most trainings being 
conducted by internally certified trainers and managers. this has 
resulted in more relevant and aligned training of employees.

our people strategies are bucketed under four broad categories 
viz. i) fair, safe & transparent workplace; ii) pay, rewards and 
benefits; iii) talent development and retention; and iv) ethics, 
compliance and grievance redressal.

Fair, safe & transparent workplace 
BFs and its subsidiaries strive to create a culture which is open, 
fair and transparent and where employees can openly present 
their thoughts. the BFs Group demonstrates transparency through 
open communication relating to policies and practices like 
business plans, compensation, performance metrics, performance 
pay grids and calculation, career enhancements, compliance and 
other processes. 

some of the practices are as under:

 our commitment to employees is enshrined in the employee 
Charter of the respective Company – it sets out what employees 
can reasonably expect from the company (employee Rights) and 
the responsibilities and qualities that are expected from them 
while performing their duties (employee Responsibilities). it 
also lays down the principles of equal opportunity and non-
discrimination, anti-corruption and bribery, prohibition of forced 
and child labour, transparency, safe healthful and harassment-
free workplace, amongst others.

 BFs Group is an equal employment opportunity provider – it 
does not discriminate basis age, sex, colour, caste, disability, 
marital status, ethnic origin, race, religion, sexual orientation, 
disease (viz. HiV/Aids) etc. 

 the Group firmly holds meritocracy-based recruitment and 
career advancement. 

 We offer competitive remuneration and benefits to employees 
based on effort, commitment and contribution without bias or 
discrimination.

 BFs Group strives to provide a safe and healthy workplace and 
it complies with applicable laws and regulations with respect to 
safety at workplace.

 it trains its employees on safety protocols – conducts periodic 
training on fire safety and evacuation. During the year, 481 fire 
audits and 266 drills were conducted.

 We understand and value the importance of a healthy worklife 
balance and accordingly offer a generous leave policy. Flexible 
office timing enables employees to spend quality time with 
their families and for leisure while managing work.

 employee surveys are conducted for continuous 
employee listening, action planning and for co-creating a 
preferred workplace.

Pay, rewards and benefits
BFs Group’s philosophy is to reward people for their performance 
and contribution which are anchored on metricised work 

deliverables and directly reflect in earning potential. Accordingly, 
a strong performance pay, rewards and recognition and benefit 
plans have been created. the remuneration of employees consists 
of fixed pay, short-term performance pay (monthly/quarterly/
annual) and long-term incentive plans (including stock options).

some of the initiatives in this regard are:

 We insure our employees under group term insurance, health 
insurance and accidental insurance policies. Further, BAGiC 
provides unlimited health insurance cover for all its employees. 

 We also award and recognise our employees for their 
superlative performance – more than 10,400 employees were 
recognised during the year.

 to support women colleagues, BFs and its subsidiaries have 
policies such as women safety, cab facility, women travel policy, 
flexible working hours (especially post maternity), preferential 
transfers and so on.

 BFl and its subsidiaries have an employee participatory financial 
assistance programme called ‘i-Care’ for emergency situations, 
whether medical or otherwise. it encourages employees to 
enrol and contribute a small amount from their monthly salaries, 
which is matched by BFl and its subsidiaries contributing an 
equal amount. in Fy2021, 25,974 employees have registered 
under this programme and 138 employees received financial 
support of C 9.87 crore. BFl is committed to make additional 
contribution in case of any insufficiency.

 Certain subsidiaries provide an option of receiving fortnightly 
salary, advance salary etc. – 3,642 employees availed these 
benefits in Fy2021.

Talent development and retention
the BFs Group invests significant time and resources in the 
training and development of its employees, help them stay ahead 
of latest trends and technology. We follow two-pronged learning 
and development approach: i) building leadership capabilities, and 
ii) enhancing role-based skills. 

Building a talent pipeline is crucial for BFs Group. in selecting 
between a ‘develop versus hire’ talent model, we place a larger 
emphasis on developing talent.

 During the year, more than 33,000 employees participated in 
at least one of the development programmes viz. functional, 
managerial and leadership skill enhancement programmes 
helping them in upskilling / multi-skilling. Almost 89% women 
employees and 93% employees with disabilities participated in 
these trainings. in addition, more than 35,000 casual/temporary/
contractual employees participated in such trainings.

 eligible employees are encouraged to pursue higher studies and 
enhance their technical skills.

our commitment to employees is enshrined in 
the employee Charter of the respective Company 
– it sets out what employees can reasonably 
expect from the company (employee Rights) 
and the responsibilities and qualities that are 
expected from them while performing their 
duties (employee Responsibilities)
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 the Group provides internal career growth and mobility 
opportunities to employees through internal job posting 
mechanism and auto-promotions. More than 4,200 employees 
moved to new roles through these mechanisms. Further 
during the year, ‘one Finserv Career’ was launched to provide 
opportunities of internal job posting within different companies 
of the BFs Group.

 the BFs Group believes in identifying and nurturing young 
talent. through some group-wide programmes, identified young 
talent is groomed in three different companies / roles over a 
period of 18-36 months after which they take up a final role:

  Group young leaders program – talent from premier 
B-schools is groomed for Gen-man roles.

  30 under 30 – Aimed at identifying young internal talent 
under 30 who can be groomed for future capabilities. it 
was launched during the year, with first batch announced in 
April 2021.

  Group Finance Associate program – Fresh chartered 
accountants groomed for future roles.

 BFs Group employees undergo quarterly / biannual / annual 
performance assessments conducted in a transparent manner 
and focussed on structured development conversations.

 BFs Group companies organise various programmes for 
upskilling and mentorship of its people. For example, BAGiC 
conducts ‘BAGiCAtHon’ and ‘power economy’ where employees 
collaborate and solve real-life business problems – more than 
200 teams comprising over 2,000 employees participated 
during the year, solving 41 business problems spread across 
20 functions.

Ethics, compliance and grievance redressal
BFs Group ensures that all its employees follow the high standards 
of ethics and compliance.
 BFs and its subsidiaries are compliant with applicable 

labour laws.
 BFs Group employees are not part of any employee association.
 A formal grievance mechanism is available to all employees 

to report or raise their concerns confidentially, without fear of 
retaliation, along with mechanism to consult on ethical issues 

through the explicit means provided by CoC, employee charter, 
disciplinary action committee reviews, whistle blower and vigil 
mechanism policies.

 no Company in the Group has received any complaint related 
to child, forced or involuntary labour during the year. Across 
the BFs Group, nine complaints related to sexual harassment 
were received during the year, out of which six have been 
appropriately resolved and rest are under resolution as on 31 
March 2021.

 BFs and its material subsidiaries conduct trainings covering 
topics of acceptable behaviour, human rights, anti-corruption 
and bribery, anti-money laundering and facilitation payments, 
fraud prevention, prevention of sexual harassment, etc.

Support extended to employees amidst the 
pandemic
BFs and its subsidiaries took several steps to prevent the 
spread of CoViD-19 viz. (i) migrated from physical to digital 
trainings and conferences, (ii) curtailed travel, (iii) took extensive 
precautionary measures like sanitisation of offices, availability 
of hand sanitisers and masks, (iv) work from home facilities and 
introduced operations in multiple shifts to ensure lesser number of 
employees at the workplace – enabling social distancing. 

Various other initiatives were also implemented for welfare of 
employees, including:
 employees infected by CoViD-19 were allowed additional leaves, 

over and above their yearly leave entitlement – 1,443 employees 
availed the same.

 through tracking and monitoring mechanism, contact tracing 
was done for over 7,200 employees and their families.

 Anti-body testing camps were conducted – availed by 1,149 
employees.

 the Group companies launched dedicated 24x7 helplines to 
support employees and their families for CoViD-19 testing, 
hospitalisation etc. – over 10,500 employees and their family 
members were served through these helplines.

 some companies in the Group introduced financial aid for 
employees who contacted CoViD-19, in addition to the medical 
insurance, in order to reduce the financial burden of treatment 
and isolation – aid of C 36 crore to 4,476 employees.

 Group directly connected with nearly 99% of employees over 
the call for a quick pulse check during the initial crisis.

 25,816 free doctor consultations were availed by employees 
and their dependents, where their queries related to health and 
CoViD-19 were addressed. 

 employee counselling programmes/initiatives were introduced 
for employees to connect with professional counsellors and 
discuss mental health and wellbeing matters – more than 1,100 
employees availed the benefit.

 Diy health regimes with Health Coach Workshop on parenthood, 
Wellbeing Webinar for Women, Children, Virtual Fun Friday, 
physical fitness activities including Zumba, yoga etc. were 
organised to help cope with remote working and enable a good 
work-life balance.

the Group provides internal career growth and 
mobility opportunities to employees through 
internal job posting mechanism and auto-
promotions. More than 4,200 employees moved 
to new roles through these mechanisms. 
Further, during the year, ‘one Finserv Career’ was 
launched to provide opportunities of internal 
job posting within different companies of the 
BFs Group.
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g. Information 
security,  
cyber security and 
fraud controls

information is a valuable 
asset, regardless of its source 
and nature. the importance 
of information security, cyber 
security and fraud controls 
cannot be over-emphasised in 
this technological age. the need 
for robust control over these 
areas find a dominant place 
in our information technology 
framework. these controls 
obviate disruptions and security 
threats endangering loss of 
customer data and disruption in 
business operations. 

 BAjAj FinsErv LimitED
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We overcome these threats and challenges through information 
technology (it) framework which inter alia covers governance, 
policy, operations, security, audit and Business Continuity 
plan (BCp).

each of the material subsidiaries in the Group has adopted an 
information security framework to establish, implement, monitor 
and constantly improve its information security posture. We focus 
on privacy of customer information and data security. the material 
subsidiaries of the Company are compliant with iso 27001:2013 
information security management system. they also comply with 
the applicable regulatory framework and guidelines (viz. RBi’s 
Master Direction – information technology Framework for the nBFC 
sector, iRDAi’s Guidelines on information and Cyber security for 
insurers, etc). 

the Group Companies have implemented Data loss prevention 
(Dlp) solutions such as endpoint Dlp, email Dlp, conditional access 
to office 365, Vpn access on corporate laptops, Mobile Device 
Management for corporate mobile apps, etc. All data protection 
controls are enhanced periodically and evaluated at least once in 
a year. 

Cybersecurity 
We have institutionalised cybersecurity practices to protect 
information infrastructure on internet; prevent and respond to 
cyber threats; reduce vulnerabilities; and minimise damage 
from cyber incidents. this is achieved through a combination 
of dedicated teams, processes and technology. some of the 
operational measures to monitor and respond to data breaches 
and cyber-attacks are:

 security operations centre: managed by reputed cybersecurity 
service providers,

 surface Web and Dark Web monitoring: carried out through 
service providers, and

 Customer-related fraud events: detected, managed and 
mitigated through risk control unit along with cyber risk team.

Privacy of customer’s personal information
We are committed to protecting privacy of customer’s personal 
data. Across material subsidiaries we have adopted various 
measures to ensure privacy of customer’s personal information:

 Customer’s personally identifiable information (pii) is masked 
in the core systems and customer facing systems through data 
encryption.

 Access to customer pii is restricted and access is granted on a 
need-to-know basis with due approval.

 Data uploaded on dialler is stored in an encrypted format and 
no access to customer’s pii is granted to the calling agent.

 privacy terms are displayed on the website of the respective 
Company of the Group, which inter alia cover the details 
regarding consent, collection, use, sharing, processing and 

retention of customer data. Any changes to these privacy terms 
are updated on the website. the customers can also raise their 
concerns on the website.

BFs Group is evaluating the requirements of proposed personal 
Data protection Bill, 2019 and its impact on existing policies and 
processes.

Audits and assessments
 Regular internal security audits, vulnerability assessments and 

penetration testing of systems, products and practices affecting 
user data.

 periodic application security assessment like pre-production, six 
monthly application security assessment and a yearly structured 
exercise at various stages of its business enhancements, Apis, 
Bots etc. is conducted.

 systems, products and practices affecting user data goes 
through audit assessment by external experts:

  iso 27001 surveillance audit 

  Audits required as per the applicable regulatory requirements

  Red team exercise for internet facing customer systems and 
it infrastructure 

Governance structure
in case of material subsidiaries, it security related projects and 
operations are reviewed by a committee, under oversight of Board 
of respective companies. these committees meet at least on a 
half-yearly frequency.

Dedicated teams manage cyber security programme and 
operations for digital initiatives.

Awareness and training
BFs Group creates cybersecurity awareness across stakeholders 
including employees, value-channel partners, business partners, 
etc. through multiple channels such as classrooms training, mails, 
posters, brochures, etc. trainings are conducted for its employees 
and vendors who use customer facing application and assets. in 
Fy2021, over 86% employees completed such trainings. 

Business continuity management
All material subsidiaries have business continuity strategy and 
framework which is also compliant with applicable regulatory 
requirements. BCp envisages the likely disruptive events, their 
probability and impact on business operations which is assessed 
through business impact analysis. these aim to eliminate or 
minimise any potential disruption to critical business operations. 

the BCp includes Disaster Recovery procedures to quickly recover 
from an emergency. Annual BCp drills are conducted to ensure 
that the BCp is effective given the current nature of business 
processes, infrastructure, personnel, etc. 
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h. Stakeholder 
engagement

BFs’s key stakeholders 
include shareholders and 
investors, value chain partners, 
customers, employees, society 
& government and regulators. 
through periodic interactions, 
the BFs Group actively 
addresses their expectations 
and concerns. it is dedicated to 
uphold and protect their human 
rights and ensure compliance 
with all applicable laws 
pertaining to human rights. in 
Fy2021, none of the companies 
in BFs Group received any 
complaint relating to violation 
of human rights. 

 Bajaj Finserv Limited
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Shareholders and Investors 
BFS and BFL, the two equity listed entities within the BFS Group, 
maintain one of the highest standards of business information 
disclosures amongst financial services companies in India. 
Both companies communicate with shareholders and investors 
in various ways including quarterly investor presentations, 
press releases and communications through stock exchanges, 
participation in investor conferences, etc. Further, senior executives 
of BHFL and of the material unlisted subsidiaries (BAGIC and 
BALIC) also participate in investor calls, underlying the importance 
of these engagements.

Stakeholders’ Relationship Committee of the Board looks into the 
grievances of investors. During the year, the Company received 
two shareholder complaints, which were appropriately addressed.

Value-chain partners
We believe that mutual and inclusive growth of our value-chain 
partners is necessary. Each subsidiary has various partners such 
as vendors, business associates etc. with whom they have an 
ongoing engagement in the form of in-person meetings, emails, 
performance discussions, trainings, company policy/process 
communication etc. Further, each company conducts periodical 
meets/conferences for some of its value-chain partners, for 
example, BFL conducts ‘Samvaad - Dialogues to Success’ with 
business partners, insurance subsidiaries conduct agent meets, 
etc. These engagements are conducted by the employees and 
may involve participation of senior executives as well. 

Government and Regulators
BFS Group maintains regular engagement with the Government 
agencies and regulators and stands committed to providing timely 
and accurate information, suggestions and recommendations, 
feedback on draft policies, etc., as and when required. It keenly 
participates in putting forward views on the setting of new 
industry standards or regulatory developments pertaining to 
the financial services industry. While making recommendations, 
in line with our policy, we attempt to balance the interest of 
various stakeholders.

The senior executives of the BFS Group engage with RBI, 
SEBI, IRDAI and other regulators on a periodic basis or as and 
when required. This enables the BFS Group to understand 
their areas of focus and concerns. All interactions with the 
Government and regulators are done by authorised officials of the 
respective company. 

BFS is a member of World Economic Forum and CII, through which 
it actively engages in policy advocacy. In addition, Mr. Sanjiv Bajaj, 
Chairman & Managing Director of the Company, was the Chairman 
of CII, Western Region for the year 2019-20 and is Vice-President of 
CII for 2020-21. 

BFS and its subsidiaries are members of various trade and 
industry chambers, associations, councils and such other collective 
platforms (‘forums’). We proactively contribute to the discussions 
and resolutions within the scope of these forums.

Customers
Customer centricity

Refer
Pg. 18

Employees 
Human capital management

Refer
Pg. 21

Society 
Empowering society

Refer
Pg. 15
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Samvaad - Dialogues to Success
BFL conducted annual digital engagement session 
‘Samvaad’ – Dialogues to Success with more than 5,000 
value chain partners to strengthen relationship to address 
their concerns. Around 1,000 large retailers attended this 
session in person in pre-COVID period. Similar meetings 
were done at a regional level called “Mini-Samvaad” 
where over 20,000 retailers were covered. BFL felicitates 
and recognises outstanding performance of its partners in 
such forums. In FY2021, due to travel restrictions, a digital 
version of ‘Samvaad’ was conducted and broadcasted LIVE 
where retailers and partners interacted with the senior 
management.

Business Responsibility Report
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Statutory Disclosures 
(as required under Regulation 34(2)(f) of SEBI Listing Regulations)

section A General information about the Company

1 Corporate identification number l65923pn2007plC130075

2 name of the Company Bajaj Finserv limited

3 Registered Address Bajaj Auto limited Complex, Mumbai-pune Road,  
Akurdi, pune 411 035

4 Website www.bajajfinserv.in

5 email address investors@bajajfinserv.in

6 Financial year reported 1 April 2020 – 31 March 2021

7 sector(s) that the Company is engaged in Financial services (investments) and Windmill

8 Key services provided by the Company 1. investment activity (niC Code - 6430)
2. electric power generation (niC Code - 3510)

9 total number of locations where business activity is 
undertaken by the Company

three locations - Registered office and Corporate 
office at pune and Windmills at satara

10 Markets served by the Company india

section B Financial details of the Company

1 paid-up capital C 79.57 crore

2 total turnover Consolidated: C 60,592 crore; standalone: C 324 crore

3 total profit after taxes Consolidated: C 4,470 crore; standalone: C 179 crore

4 total spending on CsR as percentage of profit after 
tax (%)

standalone: C 0.73 crore; Consolidated: C 151 crore

name of material  
subsidiary

Csr spend (2%)
(D crore)

BFl 107.07

BAGiC 25.96

BAliC 13.33

BHFl 3.91

5 list of the activities in which expenditure in 4 above 
has been incurred

Refer “empowering society” section on page 15

section C Other details

1 Does the Company have any subsidiary Company/ 
Companies?

yes (for details, refer section Consolidated Financial 
statements in Annual Report)

2 Do the subsidiary Company/Companies participate in 
the BR initiatives of the parent company? if yes, then 
indicate the number of such subsidiary company(s

yes, all seven

3 Do any other entity/entities (e.g. suppliers, 
distributors etc.) that the Company does business 
with, participate in the BR initiatives of the 
Company? if yes, then indicate the percentage of 
such entity/entities? [less than 30%, 30-60%, More 
than 60%]

Material outsourcing contracts across the BFs Group 
require vendors to confirm anti-corruption practices 
through their agreements with us.
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section D Br information

1 Details of Director(s) responsible for BR

(a) Details of the Director/Director responsible for implementation of the BR policy/policies

Din number Din 00014615

name sanjiv Bajaj

Designation Chairman & Managing Director

(b) Details of the BR head:

Din (if applicable) not applicable

name sonal tiwari

Designation Company secretary 

telephone number (020) 6610 7458

e-mail id sonal.tiwari@bajajfinserv.in

2 principle-wise business responsibility policies - Details of compliance:

Questions P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9

1 Do you have a policy / policies for y y y y y y y y y

2 Has the policy been formulated in consultation with 
the relevant stakeholders? 

y y y y y y y y y

3 Does the policy conform to any national / 
international standards? if yes, specify? (50 words)

All policies have been developed based on industry 
practices or as per the regulatory requirements 
and through appropriate consultation with relevant 
stakeholders.

4 Has the policy been approved by the Board? is 
yes, has it been signed by MD / owner / Ceo / 
appropriate Board Director?

y y y y y y y y y

5 Does the Company have a specified committee 
of the Board / Director / official to oversee the 
implementation of the policy?

y y y y y y y y y

6 indicate the link for the policy to be viewed online? Refer note below

7 Has the policy been formally communicated to all 
relevant internal and external stakeholders? 

y y y y y y y y y

8 Does the Company have in-house structure to 
implement the policy / policies?

y y y y y y y y y

9 Does the Company have a grievance redressal 
mechanism related to the policy / policies to address 
stakeholders’ grievances related to the policy / 
policies? 

y y y y y y y y y

10 Has the Company carried out independent audit / 
evaluation of the working of this policy by an internal 
or external agency?

evaluation is a continuous process and is done 
internally.
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note:
other than the policies placed on the Company’s website (bajajfinserv.in), policies of the Company are internal documents 
and are not accessible to public.
the above compliance is also done by all the material subsidiaries of the Company through their policies and accompanying 
processes, to the extent relevant/applicable to them. publicly accessible policies of material subsidiaries are available on their 
respective websites (bajajfinserv.in, bajajhousingfinance.in, bajajallianz.com/general-insurance.html, bajajallianzlife.com)
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3 Governance related to BR - Included in this report

(a) Indicate the frequency with which the Board of 
Directors, Committee of the Board or CEO to assess the 
BR performance of the Company. Within 3 months, 3-6 
months, Annually, More than 1 year 

3-6 months

(b) Does the Company publish a BR or a Sustainability 
Report? What is the hyperlink for viewing this report? 
How frequently it is published?

Annually. This report is available on  
https://www.bajajfinserv.in/finserv-investor-relations-
annual-reports

Section E Principle-wise performance

Principle 1 Businesses should conduct and govern themselves 
with integrity in a manner that is Ethical, Transparent 
and Accountable

Refer detailed section on “Governance” at page 08 
and “Stakeholder engagement” at page 26.

Principle 2 Businesses should provide goods and services in a 
manner that is sustainable and safe

Refer detailed section on “Reaching financial 
services to millions of Indians” at page 11, “Customer 
centricity” at page 18 and “Preserving and protecting 
environment” at page 13.

Principle 3 Businesses should respect and promote the  
well-being of all employees, including those  
in their value chains

Refer detailed section on “Human capital 
management” at page 21.

Principle 4 Businesses should respect the interests of and be 
responsive to all its stakeholders

Refer detailed section on “Stakeholder engagement” 
at page 26.

Principle 5 Businesses should respect and promote human 
rights

Refer detailed section on “Human capital 
management” at page 21 and “Stakeholder 
engagement” at page 26.

Principle 6 Businesses should respect and make efforts to 
protect and restore the environment

Refer detailed section on “Preserving and protecting 
environment” at page 13.

Principle 7 Businesses, when engaging in influencing public and 
regulatory policy, should do so in a manner that is 
responsible and transparent

Refer detailed section on “Stakeholder engagement” 
at page 26.

Principle 8 Businesses should promote inclusive growth and 
equitable development

Refer detailed section on “Governance” at page 08, 
“Reaching financial services to millions of Indians” at 
page 11 and “Empowering society” at page 15.

Principle 9 Businesses should engage with and provide value to 
their consumers in a responsible manner

Refer detailed section on “Customer centricity” at 
page 18 and “Stakeholder engagement” at page 26.
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